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Tuberculosis (TB) disease, caused by the pathogen Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), 
remains a major global health problem claiming 1.5-2 million lives annually. One of the 
major factors contributing towards Mtb’s success as a pathogen is its unique cell wall 
and its ability to counteract various arms of the host’s immune response. 
Understanding these survival mechanisms will help us develop new therapeutic 
interventions that can enhance the capacity of the immune system to kill the pathogen.  
A recent genome scale study profiled a list of candidate genes that are predicted to be 
essential for Mtb survival of host mediated responses. One candidate was ftsEX, a 
protein complex comprised of an ATP binding domain, FtsE, and a transmembrane 
domain, FtsX. FtsEX functions through interaction with a periplasmic hydrolase, RipC. 
FtsEX homologs in other bacteria have been linked to a key role in regulation of PG 
hydrolysis during elongation and division. Using M. smegmatis as a model, we 
hypothesised that FtsEX and RipC are required in the regulation of PG hydrolysis 
during normal cell wall elongation and division under stressful conditions in vitro. 
Antibiotic sensitivity was confirmed using Alamar blue MIC determination assays, 
which showed that ftsEX and ripC had increased sensitivity to chloramphenicol and 
not to rifampicin, isoniazid and ethambutol. Our growth curve analysis showed that 
ftsEX and ripC are not essential for survival in normal growth conditions. However, 
ftsEX and ripC are conditionally essential for M. smegmatis in low salt media. Growth 
defects in this condition were characterized by short and bulgy cells, as well as 
elongated filamentous cells with visible chaining. Major morphological changes were 
seen under nitrosative stress. A higher proportion of cells struggled to divide normally 
and formed chains. Lateral branching was also observed in ΔftsE, ΔftsX and ΔftsEX 
but not in ΔripC. The protein complex was also required for survival in media 
containing rifampicin. Treatment with the drug exacerbated growth defects of all the 
mutants, which were much shorter than WT cells, indicating impairment in the 
elongation process. Collectively, mutants are much shorter in length with an exception 
of a few extremely lengthy cells, suggesting that ftsEX and ripC are required for both 
normal cell elongation and division and ultimately for survival in stressful conditions.     
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Chapter one: Introduction 
1.1 Tuberculosis: Epidemiology 
 
Tuberculosis (TB) remains a major global health challenge and disproportionately 
affects the most vulnerable strata of society, which is highlighted by the most severe 
burden of the disease in sub-Saharan Africa (1–3). The World Health Organization 
(WHO) reported that Africa has one of the highest burdens of TB with an estimated 
24% of cases of active TB in 2018 (4). A reduction in active cases to 322000 in 2017 
indicates significant advances being made to combat disease progression, however, 
the rate of mortality remains high with the WHO reporting 1.7 million people 
succumbing to disease in the same year (5,6). Individuals who are 
immunocompromised have an elevated risk of developing TB, although the disease 
also occur in people who are immunocompetent (7).    
 
TB is a contagious disease caused by the inhalation of aerosols containing the 
aetiological agent Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) (8,9). Majority of people infected 
with Mtb, remains asymptomatic in a state referred to as latent TB (10). Up to one third 
of the world’s population is latently infected and present no risk of transmitting Mtb 
(11). Similarly, these individuals do not experience adverse health effects but do face 
an on-going risk of developing active TB upon reactivation (12). Progression to active 
TB can occur if the host’s immune system is unable to contain the infection. Active TB 
is symptomatically associated with chest pains, loss of appetite, excessive sweating, 
difficulty breathing, fever and haemoptysis. If multiple symptoms occur, the disease 
may lead to physical exhaustion and debilitation.  
 
The standard first line treatment for TB consists a regimen of rifampicin, isoniazid, 
pyrazinamide and ethambutol (5,13,14). Adherence to treatment is crucial for anti-TB 
therapy to be effective. However, the situation of TB disease is worsened by the 
emergence of multidrug resistant (MDR) strains of Mtb (15). MDR-TB is when strains 
of Mtb have resistance to at least rifampicin and isoniazid, which are the two key drugs 
in the treatment of the disease (15). MDR-TB is treated with second-line drugs, a 
regimen comprised of fluoroquinolones (levofloxacin, ofloxacin, ciprofloxacin and 
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moxifloxacin), injectable drugs (capreomycin, kanamycin and amikacin), as well as 
ethionamide, cycloserine, prothionamide, p-aminosalicylic acid and  terizidone (15). 
A more serious form of MDR-TB is extensively drug resistant (XDR-TB), which is 
defined as resistance to rifampicin, isoniazid and at least one drug in both classes of 
the second-line regimen, namely, fluoroquinolones and injectables drugs (16,17). 
XDR-TB is rare, however reliable evidence shows that 6,2% of MDR-TB cases 
progress to XDR-TB (18). Although a small proportion of XDR-TB cases have been 
reported, resistance is one of the reasons why the disease has not been better 
controlled until today  (18–20).  
 
1.2 Innate defences: Macrophages vs Mtb 
 
TB is a pulmonary infection since the pathogen primarily invades the lungs. The innate 
immune response against Mtb comprises of an aggregation of neutrophils, dendritic 
cells, alveolar macrophages and CD4-T lymphocytes that work in concert to form a 
granuloma which is a defensive structure that was initially thought to “wall off” and 
contain the pathogen (21,22).  
 
Macrophages form the first line of defence in eliminating Mtb and are armed with 
several immune effector mechanisms capable of both detecting and combating the 
invading pathogen (23,24). However, Mtb is able to survive within the phagosome of 
resting macrophages (25). Upon arrival of adaptive immunity, macrophages are 
activated by CD4 T cells that release effector cytokines such as IFN-γ (26). After 
activation, macrophages possess a more potent antimicrobial arsenal that includes 
phagosome maturation, phago-lysosome fusion as an intoxication mechanism via 
acidification, production of reactive oxygen and nitrogen intermediates (ROI, RNI) and 
nutrient starvation (figure 1) (24,27). While all of these effector mechanisms pose a 
threat for intracellular survival of Mtb, mycobacteria have been shown to express 
genes that prevent phagosome maturation events and subvert the killing effect of the 
macrophages.  
 
One of the first macrophage-mycobacteria interactions is the binding of the pathogen 
through macrophage pattern recognition receptors such as Toll-like receptors (TLRs) 
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and C-type lectin receptors (CLRs)  (28). These receptors are activated by pathogen 
molecular patterns (PAMPs), which are present on the pathogen (29). Mtb possesses 
surface PAMPs such as the glycolipid trehalose dimycolate (TDM), mannosylated 
lipoarabinomannan, peptidoglycan, phosphatidylinositol mannosides (28). Mtb also 
expresses a surface lipid called phthiocerol dimycocerosate (PDIM), which masks 
PAMPs to evade recognition by the host immune response (29). Furthermore, PDIM 
is actively produced and secreted during mycobacterial infection and is under the 
control of a regulatory protein called WhiB3 (30). PDIM has also been identified as 
one of the lipid groups produced by WhiB3 to function as a reduction sink when faced 
with macrophage induced reductive stress. PDIM is one example of the 
“underestimated manipulative roles” of how Mtb exploits the host immune response in 
its favour (31).  
 
A key trait and also one of the most well studied evasion mechanisms of Mtb is the 
ability to inhibit phagosome maturation and ensure survival and replication (32). 
Phagosome membranes have vacuolar-H+-ATPase(V-ATPase) machinery 
responsible for acidification, however, Mtb secretes a protein that directly binds host 
V-ATPase to dephosphorylate and inactivate it during infection (33,34). Another tactic 
that has been identified is Mtb’s alternate adaptation mechanism (35). Mtb outsmarts 
the immune system by activation of host cytosolic phospholipase A2, to escape from 
phagosomes and establish infection in the cytoplasm of the cell  (35) . In addition, Mtb 
has been shown to counteract effects of amino acid starvation in activated 
macrophages. The pathogen normally utilizes the host tryptophan as a nutritional 
source. However, it turns to its own tryptophan synthetic genes, trpE and trpD, when 
starved of the host amino acid in activated macrophages (26). Thus, starvation also 
“fails as an Mtb-killing mechanism” (26). While more research is still needed to 
understand Mtb’s evasive mechanisms in detail, the above-mentioned examples 
suggest that Mtb has evolved various strategies of evading or subverting normal host 
defences (36).    
 
      





Figure 1. Macrophage defences against Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb).  
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) is stalled in the phagosome, as a result it resides in a mildly acidic 
environment. Phagosome maturation and fusion with lysosomes occurs as a result of activation with 
IFN-γ. Consequently, Mtb becomes exposed to protons from the vacuolar ATPase, ROI from NOX2 
and reactive nitrogen intermediates (RNI) from inducible nitric oxide synthase(iNOS). (Image adopted 
from (34)).  
 
1.3 Unravelling the structure of the mycobacterial envelope 
 
Among the factors that contribute to Mtb’s success as a pathogen is its ability to 
withstand potentially bactericidal host defences and to resist elimination by an 
activated immune system (37). Mtb owes much of its success to its unique cell wall 
(figure 2) (11). Described as unusual, the cell wall has an inner and outer layer (37,38). 
The outer layer is dominated by essential lipids, proteins and carbohydrates that form 
an efficient permeability barrier which plays an important role in drug resistance and 
also survival of during stress conditions in inside macrophages (38,39). The inner 
compartment contains three distinct macromolecules; a characteristic long chain 
mycolic acid layer, a highly branched arabinogalactan and a glycan peptide cross 
linked network of peptidoglycan (PG) (38).  
 
All bacteria encounter common challenges during proliferation where normal cell wall 
architecture needs to be maintained before, during and after cell division (40). 
Because of the complexity of the mycobacterial cell wall, many layers must be 
synthesized which requires careful regulation (3,40). During division and elongation of 
Mtb, a coordinated cell wall regulation is fundamental for the incorporation of newly 
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synthesized cell wall material (3). As a result, a continuous PG sacculus is formed in 
a spatially defined manner and becomes hydrolysed at the correct time and place 
allowing daughter cells to separate (3). The PG layer is therefore essential and an 
important component of the cell envelope because it undergoes dynamic remodelling 
by providing the necessary strength and rigidity when bacterial division occurs and 




Figure 2. Cell wall envelope of mycobacteria.  
Mycobacteria have a complex cell wall structure which is required for cell growth, virulence and 
antibiotic resistance. It is made up of three distinct macromolecules: peptidoglycan, arabinogalactan 
and mycolic acids. Peptidoglycan is the most fundamental layer which consists of repeated alternating 
sugars N-acetyl glucosamine (NAG) and NA/MA (muramic acid) forming glycan-peptide crosslinks 
responsible for maintaining cell shape, size and functioning in cell wall regulatory processes such as 
hydrolysis. Image adopted from (11). 
 
1.3.1 Peptidoglycan Hydrolysis 
 
Hydrolysis of PG is performed by amidases/hydrolases/peptidases, a group of 
enzymes that remove stem peptides from the glycan strands of PG (figure 3) (42). 
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Hydrolases specifically cleave each bond in PG ultimately breaking the cross-links 
(41). How bacteria ensure that PG hydrolases function only in the correct spatial and 
temporal context remains largely unknown. However, several studies have 
demonstrated how dysregulation of this homeostatic balance has lethal effects on the 
bacterium causing lysis of the cells (42). Furthermore, unchecked PG hydrolysis can 
alter the division process and cells can form long chains (43–45). It is therefore 
important to understand the cellular mechanisms regulating this structurally controlled 






Figure 3. Schematic 3-dimensional diagram of peptidoglycan synthesis.  
The PG layer is adjacent to the cell membrane (grey surface). The PG layer is shown in dark green. A newly 
synthesized glycan strand is shown in red and is cross-linked to adjacent older strands. Peptide bonds are cleaved 




1.3.2 The link between PG hydrolysis and cell division 
 
A model emerging from recent work is that PG hydrolases are auto-inhibited and 
require interactions with regulatory proteins which form large macromolecular 
complexes in the cell envelope (46). These complexes in turn, are coupled to the cell 
division apparatus responsible for coordinating both synthetic and hydrolytic activities. 
PG hydrolases accordingly require interactions with regulatory proteins but their genes 
show high redundancy which makes it difficult to assign distinct roles (3,47).  
 
For successful growth of Mtb, a normal architecture needs to be maintained, 
breakdown of cell wall components needs to be coordinated through hydrolysis, and 
cell division needs to be regulated in response to environmental stimuli (40). A central 
problem is understanding how signalling events inside the cell stimulate PG hydrolysis 
outside the cell (3). The most clearly defined septation event occurring in almost all 
bacteria is polymerization of the self-activating GTPase protein, FtsZ (3,48). FtsZ 
protein, when catalysed, results in the formation of a circumferential Z-ring (figure 1.4) 
(3,49,50). Z-ring formation is a critical early event during bacterial division, determines 
the site of septation and acts as a scaffold by recruiting and coordinating multi-protein 
complexes that enhance septation (3,11).   
 
 
Figure 4. Multi-protein complexes involved in elongation during cell division. 
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Large macromolecular complexes comprising of regulatory factors/proteins (blue), peptidoglycan 
hydrolases (green), structural proteins (yellow) and peptidoglycan synthases (pink). A, Represents the 
multi-protein elongation complex responsible for driving polar elongation. B, Represents the divisome 
responsible for regulating cell division. (image adopted from (11)) 
 
1.3.4 Protein machineries direct cell growth and division 
 
Since the functions of many of the components in the multi-protein machinery are still 
undefined, the challenge is to understand the mechanisms that mediate cell division 
processes (51). An emerging model is that FtsEX form one such complex which 
senses the progress of division and regulates extracellular PG hydrolases (3). The 
general structure of FtsEX resembles that of ABC transporters (ATP binding cassette); 
proteins that use ATP as the form of energy to transport different substrates/molecules 
either into or out of cells (52). Current literature however describes FtsEX as a 
combination of a cytoplasmic ATPase protein, FtsE, and a transmembrane protein, 
FtsX (figure 4) (3,46,53). FtsE is a putative protein possessing Walker A and B motifs 
known to bind and hydrolyze ATP. FtsX is composed of large and small extracellular 
looping domains that span the membrane and interact with a PG hydrolase in the 
periplasmic space (3,51). Interestingly, FtsEX has been implicated as an important 
contributor to Mtb’s evasion of CD4-mediated immune responses in a genome-wide 
transposon site hybridization approach (TRASH) (26).  
 
1.3.5 FtsEX is widely distributed amongst other bacteria 
 
FtsEX has been found to be important for cell division and growth in other bacteria 
such as Escherichia coli, Streptococcus pneumoniae and Bacillus subtilis where it has 
been shown to be either essential or conditionally essential (49,50,52). To coordinate 
septum formation in E. coli, 12 proteins localize in an independent sequential manner 
to form a multi-protein complex at the mid-cell (54). Upon cytokinesis, the periplasmic 
amidases AmiA, AmiB and AmiC mediate septal PG splitting (3,51). Amidases alone 
are weakly active enzymes, so they require specific activation by divisome associated 
proteins that carry LytM domains (54,55). Activation of AmiA and AmiB occurs through 
the LytM domain protein, EnvC, while AmiC is activated by NlpD (51). How LytM 
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domain proteins are controlled and how they in turn control amidase activity remain 
poorly understood.  
 
Earlier work on E. coli implicated FtsEX in division, however, this was challenged 
because division defects in ftsEX mutants are salt remedial (52). This means that cell 
viability is restored upon inclusion of salt (NaCl) in growth medium; hence, it is 
conditionally essential for survival. Subsequent work by Yang et al, 2011 
demonstrated the direct recruitment of FtsEX by EnvC (figure 5). They showed that 
mutations in FtsEX phenocopy cell separation defects of EnvC mutants and were 
synthetically lethal, suggesting that FtsEX and EnvC participate in the same 
biochemical pathway (51).  
 
In the gram-positive pathogen S. pneumoniae, the putative CHAP domain protein, 
PcsB, emerged as the candidate PG hydrolase. Like EnvC and NIpD, PcsB interacts 
with FtsX through a predicted N-terminal coiled-coiled domain (49). Although 
differences in shape and PG synthesis patterns exist between E. coli and S. 
pneumoniae, evidence consistently shows that depletion of ftsEX generates cell 
morphology defects (3,49). The role of FtsEX as a regulator of PG hydrolase activity 
seems to be conserved across bacterial species. In B. subtilis, FtsEX  regulates two 
functionally redundant DL-endopeptidases LytE and CwlO (50). In cells depleted of 
both these enzymes, PG synthesis continues to move circumferentially but eventually 
result in cell lysis (50). These results suggested that FtsEX, in the case of B. subtilis 
is non-essential, but overall suggest a model in which the complex might serve as a 
flexible regulator required for the control of diverse PG hydrolases in different bacterial 
species (3,49,50,53,54).    
 
To understand the role of FtsX in the divisome and its mechanism of PG regulation in 
mycobacteria, Mavrici et al, 2014 characterized the interaction between FtsX and 
extracellular enzymes. The authors managed to define the enzyme partner interacting 
with the larger extracellular loop of FtsX. In the model, they showed that FtsX interacts 
with the PG hydrolase, RipC (figure 5). The FtsX-ECD crystal structure revealed a 
binding site for RipC, which was described as a hydrophobic cleft containing two 
domains (3). Mutations in the amino acid residues in the cleft completely abolished 
RipC binding, indicating that RipC binding is functional (3). The biochemical and 
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structural studies provided by these findings therefore gives us insight into 
understanding the mechanism of bacterial growth during Mtb infection.  
 
Not much is known about the role of FtsEX in mycobacteria, especially when the 
bacterium is exposed to host immune and antibiotic stressors. We hypothesized that 
FtsEX in Mycobacteria is involved in the regulation of cellular elongation and division 
particularly when the bacterium is exposed to host immune and antibiotic stressors. 
Hence, the main aim of this study was to clone and generate different mutants of M. 
smegmatis ftsEX-ripC gene complex and to investigate their protective role in immune 
related stressful conditions in vitro.  
 
 
Figure 5. Schematic representations of model(s) for regulated PG hydrolysis show homology in 
various bacteria.  
The FtsEX complex share structural similarities to an ABC transporter, however its function is coupled 
to PG hydrolysis. FtsEX is a combination of a transmembrane protein FtsX and a cytoplasmic ATPase 
FtsE. FtsX contains a large extracellular loop domain, ECL1, and a small extracellular loop domain 
ECL2 (shown as TM1, 2 and TM3, 4, D-M. tuberculosis). A, FtsEX: PcsB complex in S. pneumoniae. 
ECL1 interacts with the coiled -coiled domain of the PG hydrolase PcsB. PcsB is activated through the 
ATPase activity of FtsE, which in turn drives conformational changes in the transmembrane domain of 
FtsX. Conformational changes in FtsX is transmitted through the extracellular loops, ECL1 and ECL2, 
which is predicted to relieve auto-inhibition of the PcsB CHAP domain (not shown), therefore allowing 
timed PG cleavage. B, FtsEX: CwlO complex in B. subtilis. C, FtsEX: EnvC-NlpD complex in E. coli. D, 






What makes TB disease a problem is that causative agent, M. tuberculosis, possesses 
unique mechanisms that subvert the killing effects of the host immune response. 
Therefore, in order to solve this problem, one would need to understand how 
mycobacteria work against host defences. Our research focuses on a cell wall protein 
complex called FtsEX and a periplasmic amidase called RipC. We considered 
studying these genes because it was predicted by a genome wide transposon site 
hybridization (TRASH) approach to be required for Mtb survival in a CD4 mediated 
immune stem. What makes it more interesting is that FtsEX has homologs in other 
bacteria where it is also associated with periplasmic amidases. Hence, FtsEX seem 
to play a conserved regulatory role. Moreover, these findings suggest a common 
paradigm that might be essential to maintain normal cell elongation and division in 
bacterial species including Mycobacteria and can therefore be targeted for drug 
designing.  
 
1.4.1 Main Hypothesis 
It is hypothesized that mycobacterial FtsEX and RipC are involved in the regulation of 
cellular elongation and division particularly when the bacterium is exposed to host 
immune and antibiotic stress. 
 
1.4.2 Objectives of the study: 
• To clone and construct M. smegmatis ftsEX-ripC mutants. 
• To determine the sensitivity of ftsEX and ripC mutants to anti-TB drugs using 
the Alamar Blue Assay. 
• To investigate the conditional essentiality of ftsEX and ripC by exposing 
mutants to various in vitro stresses that mimic an intracellular macrophage 
environment.  
• To analyse phenotypes related to cell division and septation using scanning 



















Chapter two: Methodology 
2.1 Polymerase Chain Reaction Primer (PCR) design 
 
Genomic sequences for Mycobacterium smegmatis (M. smegmatis) MC2155 genes 
ftsE (MSMEG_2089), ftsX (MSMEG_2090), ftsEX (MSMEG_2089-2090) and ripC 
(MSMEG_4256) were obtained using Mycobrowser, a genomic and proteomic data 
repository for mycobacteria. Two sets of primers were designed to target about 500bp 
regions upstream and downstream of the target genes. Primers were analysed using 
OligoAnalyzer tool hosted by Integrated DNA technologies (IDT). The widely used 
program assessed primers on the following: melting temperature (Tm), length, GC 
content, and the likelihood of self-dimer and secondary structure formation. The 
primers also have sequences complimentary to a hygromycin resistance gene that 
was used for overlap extension PCR/Stitch PCR with the amplified upstream and 
downstream regions (figure 2.1). Primers were manufactured by the Molecular and 
Cell Biology Synthetic DNA laboratory at the University of Cape Town and IDT. 
2.1.1 Construction of M. smegmatis knockout strains 
 
About 500bp of upstream and downstream flanking regions of the genes ftsE, ftsX, 
ftsEX and ripC were amplified from the genomic DNA of Mycobacterium smegmatis 
MC2155 using Gotaq® DNA polymerase (Promega, United States) PCR approach (3). 
Flanking sequences were produced from a 40µL reaction volume containing the 
following: Gotaq master mix, DMSO, forward and reverse primers, genomic DNA and 
dH2O (table 1). The PCR reactions were performed using the SimpliAmp thermal 
cycler (ThermoFisher Scientific, South Africa) program as in figure 2.2. Following 
amplification, amplicons were further analysed by agarose gel electrophoresis, 
purified using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean up system (Promega, Wisconsin, 
USA) and quantified by Nanodrop (Fluoroskan Ascent NP-1000, ThermoFisher). All 
purified PCR amplicons were stored at 40C. 
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Figure 2. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating different PCR reactions and expected PCR products. 
(A) Expected products for upstream and downstream flanking regions of 500bp genes ftsE, ftsX and 
ripC. (B) Expected product for hygromycin resistance gene cassette of 1200bp, to be stitched between 
flanking regions. (C) The product expected from the stitch PCR reaction of 2200bp.  
 
 
Figure 2. 2. Gotaq approach used for PCR reaction(s). 
Schematic view of Gotaq approach used for amplification of genes ftsE, ftsX, ftsEX, ripC and 







Table 2. 1. Samples and reaction mix used for PCR amplification of ftsE, ftsX, ftsEX and ripC 
flanking regions 
Samples Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 
Reaction Mix FtsE FtsX FtsEX RipC 
1. Gotaq 20 µL 20µL 20 µL 20 µL 
2. DMSO 3,5 µL 3,5 µL 3,5 µL 3,5 µL 
3. PRIMER F 1 µL 1 µL 1 µL 1 µL 
4. PRIMER R 1 µL 1 µL 1 µL 1 µL 
5. gDNA 1 µL 1 µL 1 µL 1 µL 
6. H2O  13,5 µL 13,5 µL 13,5 µL 13,5 µL 
 
2.1.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis 
 
PCR amplicons were analysed by electrophoresis on a 1% (w/v) agarose gel in 1× 
TBE buffer. The amplicons were loaded on a gel alongside a 1kb or 100bp DNA 
ladders and run for 1h at 100V using BIO-RAD Model 250/2,5 power system. The 
products (amplicons) were visualized under ultra-violet (UV) light using the Syngene 
g: box (Vacutec, California, USA). 
 
2.1.3 Amplification of 1200bp Hygromycin resistance cassette 
 
A PCR was performed to amplify a hygromycin resistance cassette of 1200bp. The 
HygR cassette was previously inserted into a TOPO® plasmid and was amplified using 







Table 2. 2. Sequences of primers used to amplify M. smegmatis ftsE, ftsX, ftsEX and ripC 500bp 
flanking regions 
Name Purpose Sequence 
VS.001 FtsE upstream F 
primer 
GTGCTGATCGTGGCGTTCTTC 
VS.002 FtsE upstream R 
primer 
CTA CTT GTC GTC GTC GTC CTT CTT GTA CTG 
CTT CGT CAC GTG G 
VS.003 FtsE downstream F 
primer 
GTT TTT TTG GGC CTA GGG AAG G 
GTGATGAACAGCGCGGCGTC 
VS.004 FtsE downstream R 
primer 
CAA GTC CTT CTG GTT GAG CAC G 
 
VS.005 FtsX upstream F 
primer 
  
TCA ACA AGC TGC CCG GCC 
VS.006 FtsX upstream R 
primer 
CTA CTT GTC GTC GTC GTC CTT 
GCCCGGTCAGGACTTCATTGA 
VS.007 FtsX downstream F 
primer 
GTT TTT TTG GGC CTA GGG AAG G GTG ACA CTG 
CGG CTG TAC GT 
VS.008 FtsX downstream R 
primer 
GCT CGC GGA TCA CCT CGC 
 
DM.01 RipC upstream F 
primer 
TCC CGT CTC ACA GGA AGT CA  
DM.02 RipC upstream R 
primer 
CTA CTT GTC GTC GTC GTC CTT GTG CCT CAA 
GTT TTC GTC CTC A 
DM.03 RipC downstream F 
primer 
GTT TTT TTG GGC CTA GGG AAG GTG TGC TGC 
TGG TCG AAC 
DM.04 RipC downstream R 
primer 
TGG TGA TCG CGG CGA TGT 
MJ. 156 HygR downstream F 
primer 
CTA CTT GTC GTC GTC GTC CTT GCC GAC GAT 
TTG TAC TGC TTG G 
MJ. 157 HygR upstream R 
primer 
GTT TTT TTG GGC CTA GGG AAG GGC TGG TAC 
GCG ACG AAC AGC 
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2.1.4 Overlap extension PCR: construction of 500bp-HygR-500bp 
stitched products  
 
The hygromycin resistance (HygR) cassette of 1200bp was stitched between 500bp 
flanking regions of the genes ftsE, ftsX, ftsEX and ripC using overlap extension/stitch 
PCR. Stitch PCR has two main steps: (1), annealing of the PCR products (500bp 
upstream and downstream flanking regions) to the 1200bp HygR resistance cassette 
using the KOD Xtreme Hot Start DNA polymerase PCR (Merck, South Africa) 
approach (figure 2.3); (2) amplification of the stitched products using the Gotaq 
approach in figure 2.2. All PCR amplicons were examined as previously described. A 
marker of 1kbp DNA ladder was used to validate successful stitch product sizes that 
were expected to be between 2000-2200bp.  
 
 
Figure 2. 3. KOD Hot start/ Stitch PCR approach used for PCR reaction(s). 
Schematic view of KOD approach used to stitch 500bp flanking regions of the genes ftsE, ftsX, ftsEX 
and ripC with 1200bp hygromycin resistance cassette.  
 
2.2 pJV53 Plasmid Isolation 
 
Escherichia coli (E. coli) DH5-α cells containing pJV53, an acetamide inducible 
recombineering plasmid, were cultured at 370C in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium 
containing kanamycin (25µg/ml). Cultures were grown to an OD of 0,6-0,8 and the 
plasmid was purified/isolated using the PureYield™ Plasmid Miniprep System 
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(Promega, Wisconsin, USA). Plasmid DNA was measured by Nanodrop and stored at 
40C. 
 
2.2.1 Transformation: Preparation of M. smegmatis MC2155 pJV53 
recombinase strain 
 
The transformation procedure was modified from the Bio-Rad research laboratories 
protocol (56). M. smegmatis MC2155 cells were grown to an OD of 0,8-1,2. Following 
1,5hr incubation on ice, cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4000rpm for 10min 
at 40C and washed in an equal volume of ice cold 10% glycerol. Cell pellets were 
washed in 10ml and 50ml 10%glycerol for 10 and 15min and centrifuged as above.  
Pellets were re-suspended in a final volume of 1ml 10% glycerol. 50-100µL of the cells 
were gently mixed with 5µL (5µg/µL) of plasmid DNA (pJV53) and incubated on ice for 
1min. For transformation, one pulse at 2.5kV,1000Ω, 25µF time constant 15.0-
25.0msec was delivered using the Nucleofector™2b device (Lonza). Electroporated 
cells were allowed to recover in Middlebrook 7H9 media for 2-4hrs at 370C and plated 
on 7H10 agar with kanamycin (25µg/ml). 
2.2.2 DNA recombination: Growth and preparation of pJV53 M. 
smegmatis and KO strains 
 
The acetamide inducible M. smegmatis MC2155 pJV53 recombinase strain was 
cultured for recombination of the hygromycin containing stitched constructs using 
standard M. smegmatis recombineering protocol (Ref). Briefly, M. smegmatis MC2155 
pJV53 was grown to an OD of 0.65-0.8 in complete Middlebrook 7H9 media containing 
kanamycin (25µg/ml). Acetamide (inducer, 0.2% m/v) was added to the culture and 
left to incubate with shaking at 370C for 3 hrs. Cells were washed and centrifuged 2-3 
times at 4000rpm for 10 min. The pellet was re-suspended in a 1/10th volume of 10% 
glycerol. For electroporation, 5µL (1µg/µL) of purified DNA of the 500bp-HygR-500bp 
stitch products was mixed with 400µL of cells and pulsed at 2.5kV,1000Ω, 25µF time 
constant 15.0-25.0msec. After electroporation, cells were transferred into 4ml 7H9 
media (no antibiotic) and incubated with shaking at 370C for 3hrs. Following 
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incubation, cells were plated and selected on 7H10 agar containing hygromycin 
(50µg/ml) and kanamycin (25µg/ml). 
2.3 Colony PCR 
 
After selection on 7H10 agar, clones were screened for targeted band size using 
colony PCR. Single colonies were picked and grown in 7H9 media containing 
hygromycin and kanamycin. Cultures were then streaked on 7H10 agar containing 
50µg/ml hygromycin and 25µg/ml kanamycin before PCR validation using the Gotaq 
approach. Individual clones were picked and used as a template for colony screening 
of the presence of hygromycin cassette (1200bp) with primers MJ.156 and MJ.157 
(table 2).  
2.4 Drug susceptibility testing by Minimum Inhibitory 
Concentration (MIC90) determination 
 
The ability of M. smegmatis MC2155 wildtype (WT) and mutant strains to survive 
antibiotic stress was determined using the Alamar Blue protocol/broth micro dilution 
method modified from Franzblau et al., 1998 and Jorgensen et al., 2007. Cultures of 
the relevant strains were grown to an OD600 of 0.6-0.8. The plate layout is a 
modification of the method previously described by Ollinger et al., 2013 using a round 
bottom 96 well plate. Controls used were a minimum inhibition control (pink), maximum 
inhibition control (blue) and a moxicillin dose response. DMSO <5% served as a 
minimum inhibition control, moxicillin 3X MIC value: 0.3mM was used as a maximum 
inhibitory control and moxicillin 0.6mM was used as the dose response reference 
control.  
Upon reaching an OD600 of 0,6-0,8, bacteria were diluted to a starting OD600 of 0.001 
of which 50µL of the diluted culture was added to each well in the plate, including the 
control wells. The final volume per well was 100µL. All plates were sealed in a 
secondary container and incubated at 370C with 5% CO2 and humidification. After 
incubating for 24hrs, Alamar Blue reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, South Africa) was added to 
each well of the assay plate and re-incubated for 18hrs.  
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MIC90 Determination  
Relative fluorescence units (RFU) were measured using the SpecraMax i3x plate 
reader at 540-590nm (Bio-Tek). Data were analysed using Softmax® Pro 6 Software. 
The Software used a parameter curve fit protocol to calculate MIC90. Raw RFU data 
were normalised to both the minimum and maximum inhibition controls to generate a 
dose response curve (% inhibition), using the Levenberg-Marquardt damped least 
squares method from which the MIC90 was calculated. The lowest concentration of the 




Figure 2. 4. Alamar blue assay plate layout.  
Pink, minimum inhibition control in column 1 rows A-H. Blue, maximum inhibition control in column 12, 
rows A-H. Bold yellow arrow, dose response curve of reference drug column 2-11, rows A-H. Bold red 
arrow, media control, complete 7H9 Middlebrook media. Bold green arrows indicate start of serial 
dilutions from columns 11-2 in rows A-H. Adopted and modified from (57–59).  
 
2.5 Growth conditions and analysis of survival in various 
stressors 
 
Selected strains were grown (starting OD 0.001) in media containing various stressors 
that mimic macrophage intracellular conditions. OD600 measurements were taken at 
different time points in each of the bacterial phase(s); Lag (OD600 0.001-0.4), 
Log/Exponential (OD600 0.5-0.8) and Stationary (OD600 >1.00) (figure 10) using a 
Two-fold serial dilutions  
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spectrophotometer (WPA, Whitehead Scientific). The data generated was analysed 
using GraphPad Prism 6. Culture samples were also taken for imaging by scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM). 
 
 
Figure 2. 5. Plot showing phases of bacterial growth. 
Lag phase, a non-replicative period, Log phase, a replicative period and stationary phase presents 
cessation of replication. Cultures were collected in each growth phase in 2ml Eppendorf tubes for 
imaging by SEM. Adapted from (60).  
 
Normal Complete 7H9 Middlebrook Media/ Normal Conditions 
7H9 Media was prepared according to manufacturer’s instructions. 2,3g of 
Middlebrook broth base (Sigma-Aldrich) was mixed with 450ml distilled water, 4ml 
glycerol and 1,25ml of 80% Tween (Merck). The media was sterilised by autoclaving 
at 1210C for 10 min, left to cool to 450C and then supplemented with 10% Middlebrook 
Oleic Albumin Dextrose Catalase (OADC) (Becton Dickinson Biosciences, South 
Africa).  
Osmotic Media/ Low Osmotic Stress 
Osmotic media was made by depletion of NaCl. 10g Tryptone was mixed with 5g Yeast 
extract into 1L distilled water and autoclaved at 1210C for 15min.  
Nitrosative Media/ Stress Condition 
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1mM DETA-NO (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to 7H9 media to generate media 
containing nitric oxide radicals. 
Antibiotic Media/ Stress 
Rifampicin at a concentration of 1mM was added to complete 7H9 Middlebrook media.  
 
2.6 Microscopy and Visualization  
 
2.6.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 
Samples were prepared according to the SEM protocol of the Electron Microscope 
Unit at the Centre of Imaging (University of Cape Town, Division of Chemical 
Engineering, Upper Campus). Mutants were exposed to the different stressful media 
conditions and samples were taken at different time points as shown in figure 10. After 
centrifugation at 4000rpm for 30-60sec, samples were fixed with 2,5% (v/v) 
glutaraldehyde for approximately 8hrs in a 40C fridge. 1× PBS was used to rinse the 
samples before fixing with 1% (m/v) osmium tetroxide for approximately 1hr. Cells 
were spun and washed with 1× PBS and dH2O to remove any excess osmium. 
Following a series of dehydrations in 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 95% and 100% ethanol, 
cells were re-suspended in 100% ethanol and mounted on microscope aluminium 
stubs. On the stubs, cells were dried by gently adding 2-3 droplets of 
Hexamethyldisilazane reagent (HMDS)(Sigma-Aldrich) and sputter coated with 
carbon. After 20min incubation at RT, samples were placed in the scanning electron 
microscope (SEM-MIRA) and images were recorded and analysed using the MIRA3 
TESCAN programme.  
2.6.2 Fluorescence Microscopy 
 
Samples were prepared as previously described (61). Briefly, bacterial strains were 
cultured and incubated in stressful media conditions and then labelled with an 
analogue fluorescence dye, FM4-64(Invitrogen). Exponentially growing cells were 
washed 3 times with 1× PBS from the growth medium and re-suspended in 200µL 1× 
PBS containing 0,1µg/ml FM4-64 dye in ice cold Hanks Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS, 
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Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were incubated for 20-30min and a droplet of 1,5-2µL was 
mounted with Fluoromount before microscopic examination on the Zeiss Axioscope 




















Chapter 3: Results 








Chapter 3: Cloning and construction of M. smegmatis 
mutants  
3.1 Amplification of ftsE, ftsX, ftsEX and ripC flanking 
regions from M. smegmatis genome 
 
In order to investigate the role of ftsE, ftsX, ftsEX and ripC in M. smegmatis, upstream 
and downstream flanking regions of the genes were amplified from the genomic DNA 
of M. smegmatis MC2155 using PCR. The upstream and downstream flanking regions 
of ftsE and ftsX were successfully amplified and observed as band sizes of 500bp as 
expected (figure 3.1, lanes 2-5). We also successfully amplified the ripC upstream 
flanking region that was observed as a 400bp band (figure 3.1, lane 6) and the 
downstream flanking region that was 300bp in size (figure 3.1, lane 7). We 
subsequently purified the PCR products using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-
up system (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Promega).  
 
Figure 3. 1. Generation of ftsE, ftsX and ripC upstream and downstream flanking regions. 
PCR amplification was performed to amplify flanks of ±500bp.The PCR products were analysed on a 
1% agarose gel and run for 1h at 100V using BIO-RAD Model 250/2,5 power system. Lane 1 is a 100bp 
DNA ladder, lanes 2-5 show bands at 500bp for upstream and downstream flanking regions of ftsE and 
ftsX. Lanes 6 and 7 is the upstream and downstream flanks for ripC.  
 
3.1.1 Quantification of DNA with Nanodrop 
 
We analysed the concentration and purity of the PCR products using a Nanodrop 
(Fluoroskan Ascent FL spectrophotometer). The ftsE upstream flank had a 
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concentration of 39.9ng/µl and a A260:280 ratio of 1.80 and the downstream flank had 
a concentration of 36.5ng/µl with a A260:280 ratio of 1.87. ftsX upstream and 
downstream flanking regions had a concentration of 37.7ng/µl and 35.7ng/µl with a 
A260:280 ratio of 1.86 and 1.80 respectively. The ripC upstream flank had a 
concentration of 37.8ng/µl and a A260:280 ratio of 1.80. The ripC downstream flank 
had a concentration of 36.9ng/µl with a A260:280 ratio of 1.98. All ratios were within 
the expected range, indicating that all DNA samples were pure. 
 
Table 3. 1. Quantification of 500bp flanking region DNA with Nanodrop 
 
3.2 Generation of 500bp-Hygromycin-500bp stitch product 
using overlap extension PCR 
 
A PCR was performed to amplify HygR resistant cassette. The HygR gene was 
successfully amplified from a TOPO plasmid in which it was previously stored and was 
observed as a 1200bp band on agarose gel (figure 3.2, lanes 2 and 3). The PCR 
product was purified using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-up system (Promega) 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Promega). The HygR resistant cassette 
DNA had a high purity as indicated by the A260:280 ratio of 2.04 and 2.01 (table 3.2).  
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Figure 3. 2. The Hygromycin resistance gene was successfully amplified by PCR.  
A PCR was performed to amplify HygR from a TOPO plasmid. Lane 1 is a 1kb ladder. Lanes 2 and 3 
shows HygR product of 1200bp. 
 
Table 3. 2. Quantification of 1200bp Hygromycin resistance cassette DNA with Nanodrop 
 
The HygR cassette was subsequently stitched between the upstream and downstream 
flanking regions of each target gene as depicted in figure 2.1.  We observed a stitch 
PCR product of approximately 2 200bp in lanes 2, 3, 4 and 5 corresponding to ftsE, 
ftsX, ftsEX and a  ripC product of +/- 2 000bp (figure 3.3, lane 5), demonstrating 
successful alignment between the flanking regions and the HygR cassette (figure 3.3, 
lanes 2-5). The faint band that was observed at 1200bp in lanes 2-4 is indicative of 
remnants of the HygR resistant cassette. The 2 200bp and +/- 2 000bp stitch product 
was excised from the gel and purified using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-up 
system (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Promega). The 
purified ftsE stitch product had a concentration of 63.3ng/µl and a A260:280 ratio of 
1.98 (table 3.3). The ftsX stitch product had a concentration of 54.8ng/µl and a 
A260:280 ratio of 1.95. The stitch products for ftsEX and ripC had a concentration of 
64.1ng/µl and 54.8ng/µl and A260:280 ratios of 2.00 and 1.95 respectively. (table 3.3). 
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Figure 3. 3. Screening of stitch products of 2200bp by Stitch PCR.  
HygR resistant cassette were stitched between upstream and downstream flanking regions. Lane 1 is 
a 1kb ladder. Lanes 2, 3 and 4 are the stitch products for ftsE, ftsX and ftsEX. Lane 5 is the stitch 
product for ripC.  
 
Table 3. 3. Quantification of 500bp-Hygromycin-500bp stitch products using a Nanodrop 
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3.3 Transformation of MC2155 competent cells with pJV53 
plasmid 
 
Figure 3. 4. Successful isolation of pJV53 plasmid.  
Isolation of pjV53 recombineering plasmid from E. coli DH5-α cells.  M. smegmatis cells were 
transformed with pJV53. (A) represents an image of pJV53 plasmid. (B) shows screening of pJV53 by 
agarose gel electrophoresis, lane 1, 1kb DNA ladder, lane 2, pJV53 plasmid DNA product.  
pJV53 plasmid is widely used for gene recombination (62). M. smegmatis MC2155 
cells were transformed with pJV53 into wildtype electro-competent cells and selected 
on 7H10 agar with 25µg/ml kanamycin. We successfully isolated pJV53 plasmid from 
E. coli DH5-α cells, which was indicated by the clear bright band above 8 000bp 
observed in lane 2 (figure,3.4B) As expected, no colonies were observed in the 
negative control, where no DNA was added during electroporation (figure 3.5A). Small 
circular colonies were seen indicating successful transformation of competent cells 
with pJV53 plasmid (figure 3.5B).   
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Figure 3. 5. Transformation of MC2155 competent cells with pJV53.  
M. smegmatis cells were transformed with pJV53. (A) is the negative control (no DNA added) and (B) 
shows transformed sample. Red bold arrows show colonies selected on 7H10 agar supplemented with 
kanamycin (25µg/mL).   
3.3.1 Deletion of ftsE, ftsX, ftsEX and ripC  
 
Next, we generated mutant strains in which the genomic copies of M. smegmatis ftsE, 
ftsX, ftsEX and ripC were replaced with a hygromycin resistance cassette. The stitch 
PCR products for the respective target genes was electroporated into M. smegmatis 
that was previously transformed with pJV53 plasmid using the Lonza Nucleofector™ 
2b high efficiency electro-transformation protocol. The bacteria was allowed to recover 
in 7H9 media for 2 hours and selected on 7H10 agar plates containing kanamycin. 
The transformation was successful as we obtained colonies for all the mutants (figure 
3.6A-E). We picked a single colony for each gene for further screening by colony PCR. 
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Figure 3. 6. Transformation and selection of mutants on 7H10 agar.  
Selection of successfully electroporated mutant strains on 7H10 Middlebrook plates supplemented with 
50µg/mL hygromycin and 25µg/mL kanamycin. (A) Control (no DNA was added during electroporation) 
(B)ΔftsE, (C) ΔftsX, (D) ΔftsEX and (E) ΔripC.  
 
We selected single colonies and confirmed successful gene deletion by checking for 
the presence of the hygromycin resistance cassette of 1200bp using the MJ156 and 
MJ157 primers. We successfully amplified a 1200bp product for all the mutants 
confirming successful recombination of stitch product into the genome of M. 
smegmatis (figure 3.7A-D). We screened four colonies per gene denoted S1-S4 and 
all contained the 1200bp HygR cassette (figure 3.7). The positive control (purified 
HygR PCR product) was successfully amplified and observed as a 1200bp product as 
expected (figure 3.7A-D, lane 2). Therefore, we successfully generated ftsE (figure 
3.7A), ftsX (figure 3.7B), ftsEX (figure 3.7C) and ripC (figure 3.7D) mutant M. 
smegmatis.  
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Figure 3. 7. Analysis of colony PCR by gel electrophoresis. 
Selected clones were screened for the presence of hygromycin resistance cassette using primers 
MJ156 and MJ157. L represents 1kb DNA ladder, (+ve) is the positive control using purified HygR DNA 
as template and S1-S4 indicate one colony per target gene (4 replicates). (A) ΔftsE, (B) ΔftsX, (C) 
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Chapter 4: Characterization of survival patterns of M. 
smegmatis ftsEX and ripC mutants in various stressful 
conditions 
4.1 MIC Determination 
 
4.1.1 ftsEX and ripC deletion results in altered sensitivity to 
chloramphenicol 
 
To determine antibiotic susceptibility of the mutants, we performed MIC90 assays using 
three of the first line TB drugs; rifampicin, isoniazid, ethambutol and a broad-spectrum 
antibiotic, chloramphenicol. The visual MIC90 is defined as the lowest concentration of 
drug that prevents a colour change. Blue coloured wells represent samples that had 
90% inhibition, hence no bacterial growth, while pink coloured wells represent those 
that had growth. Relative fluorescence units (RFU) analysis for rifampicin drug (figure 
4.1A) indicated that WT M. smegmatis MC2155 had an MIC90 that ranged between 
0.5-0.3mM (figure 4.1A & B). Although ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC were sensitive 
to rifampicin, the strains unexpectedly required a slightly higher drug concentration 
and had an MIC90 that ranged between 1.2-0.6mM (figure 4.1A-F).  
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Figure 4. 1. Rifampicin MIC plate analysis.  
Alamar blue MIC determination assay against rifampicin drug after 42-hour incubation. (A) Visual 
image of Alamar blue MIC determination assay for rifampicin. Dose response curves represent the 
percentage inhibition/calculated MIC90 against (B) WT M. smegmatis MC2155, (C) ΔftsE, (D) ΔftsX, (E) 
ΔftsEX, (F) ΔripC. MIC90/Relative fluorescence units (RFU) readouts were measured using the 
SpecraMax i3x plate reader and analysed using Softmax® Pro 6 Software. The experiment is a 
representation of three independent experiments. For each experiment, samples were tested in 
duplicates. The drug concentration range for WT M smegmatis MC2155 is 1.0-0.002Mm, and 5.0-
0.01mM for all mutant strains.  
        
The MIC90 for chloramphenicol for the WT was between 2.5-1.2mM (figure 4.2A & B). 
Compared to the WT, ΔftsE and ΔripC showed increased susceptibility to 
chloramphenicol with a much lower MIC90 (0.3-0.1mM, figure 4.2C & F). ΔftsX had the 
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same MIC90 for chloramphenicol as when it was treated with rifampicin, which ranged 
between 1.2-0.6mM (figure 4.2D). ΔftsEX was less sensitive to chloramphenicol with 
an MIC90 of 2.5-1.2mM (figure 4.2E). 
 
Figure 4. 2. Chloramphenicol MIC plate analysis. Alamar blue MIC determination assay for 
chloramphenicol drug after 42-hour incubation. (A) Visual image of Alamar blue MIC determination 
assay for chloramphenicol. Dose response curves represent the percentage inhibition/calculated MIC90 
against (B) WT M. smegmatis MC2155, (C) ΔftsE, (D) ΔftsX, (E) ΔftsEX, (F) ΔripC. MIC90/Relative 
fluorescence units (RFU) readouts were measured using the SpecraMax i3x plate reader and analysed 
using Softmax® Pro 6 Software. Samples were tested in duplicates. The drug concentration range for 




Figure 4. 3. Isoniazid MIC plate analysis. 
Alamar blue MIC determination assay against isoniazid drug following 42-hour incubation. (A) Visual 
image of Alamar blue MIC determination assay for isoniazid drug. Dose response curves present the 
percentage inhibition/calculated MIC90 against (B) WT M. smegmatis MC2155, (C) ΔftsE, (D) ΔftsX, (E) 
ΔftsEX, (F) ΔripC mutants. MIC90/Relative fluorescence units (RFU) readouts was measured using the 
SpecraMax i3x plate reader and analysed using Softmax® Pro 6 Software. The drug concentration 





Figure 4. 4. Ethambutol MIC plate analysis. 
Alamar blue MIC determination assay for ethambutol drug after 42-hour incubation period. (A) Visual 
image of Alamar blue MIC determination assay for ethambutol drug. Dose response curves represent 
the percentage inhibition/calculated MIC90 against (B) WT M. smegmatis MC2155, (C) ΔftsE, (D) ΔftsX, 
(E) ΔftsEX, (F) ΔripC mutants. MIC90/Relative fluorescence units (RFU) readouts was measured using 
the SpecraMax i3x plate reader and analysed using Softmax® Pro 6 Software. Samples were tested in 
duplicates. The drug concentration range for WT. smegmatis MC2155 and for all mutant strains is 10-





4.2 Growth Curves 
 
4.2.1 ftsEX and ripC are required for M. smegmatis survival in 
various stressors 
 
Genes that govern normal division and elongation are likely to be essential for bacterial 
survival. Based on this, we wanted to investigate whether the loss of ftsEX and ripC 
will compromise the ability of M. smegmatis to grow normally under in vitro stressful 
conditions that mimic host immune responses. In normal conditions, all the mutants 
grew at a similar rate as the WT bacteria and displayed similar growth dynamics from 
lag into exponential phase (figure 4.5A). However, when grown in salt depleted LB 
broth (low osmotic media), the mutant strains grew poorly reaching a peak OD600 of 
0.25-0.30 after 40hrs whereas the WT bacteria grew normally under these conditions 
(figure 4.5B). Therefore, these data demonstrated that ftsE, ftsX, ftsEX and ripC are 
required for bacterial growth in low osmotic conditions.   
 
Figure 4. 5. Survival of WT and KO strains when subjected to in vitro stressful conditions. 
Growth curves of WT MC2155 M. smegmatis, ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC. Survival of M. smegmatis 
WT MC2155, ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC in (A) normal 7H9 media, (B) low osmotic media, (C) 7H9 
media containing 1.0mM diethylenetriamine nitric oxide (DETA-NO) and (D) 7H9 media containing 
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1.0mM rifampicin drug. The data is a representation of 3 experiments. All strains were grown in 
duplicates. 
  
ΔftsEX and ripC growth and survival was also investigated by exposure to nitrosative 
stress using a slow release nitric oxide donor called DETA-NO. WT exhibited a 
delayed growth of 18hrs in this condition and then resumed normal growth dynamics 
(figure 4.5C). However, all the mutants struggled to grow in media containing DETA-
NO as displayed by their temporary cessation of growth for 40hrs and subsequent 
poor growth rate with a short exponential phase and maximal OD600 of around 0.5 
(figure 4.5C). Finally, we exposed WT, ΔftsEX and ripC to rifampicin after determining 
concentrations using MIC assay (figure 4.1). OD600 measurements showed that both 
ΔftsX and ΔftsEX struggled to grow relative to ΔftsE and ΔripC (figure 4.5D). Though 
ΔftsX and ΔftsEX suffered into an exponential phase, a small population of persister 
cells still managed to escape and fight the stress reaching an OD600 of 0.4 after 46hrs 
(figure 4.5D). Overall, these results suggested that ΔftsEX and ΔripC may be sensitive 















Chapter 5: Results 











Chapter 5: Cell elongation and division specific characterization 
5.1 Microscopy 
 
5.1.1 ftsEX and ripC are not essential for growth in normal 
conditions   
 
To characterize growth-related phenotypes of ftsEX and ripC mutants in various 
stressful conditions, growth phase dependent imaging was performed using scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM). Under normal conditions, all the mutants exhibited a 
similar morphology to WT M. smegmatis cells in all the growth phases except for ΔftsX 
mutants that displayed a filamentous or an unusually short length at the log and 
stationary phases on growth (figure 5.1). ΔftsX filaments had a size of 20.0µM 
compared to that of the WT with an average cell length of 2.4µM (figure 5.5, see 
appendix).  
 
Figure 5. 1. Growth analysis of M. smegmatis under normal conditions by scanning electron 
microscopy. 48-hour analysis of WT MC2155 M. smegmatis, ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC under 
normal conditions. WT viewed at 20X magnification in lag, log and exponential phase. ΔftsE, 20X 
magnification in lag, log and exponential phase. ΔftsX 20X magnification in lag, log and stationary 
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phase. ΔftsEX, 20X magnification in lag, log and stationary phase. ΔripC, 20X magnification in lag, log 
and exponential phase. All strains were grown in duplicates. Scale bar = 2µM.  
5.1.2 ftsEX and ripC deletion results in growth defects in low 
osmotic stress  
 
Significant morphological changes were seen between the WT and mutant strains 
when cells were under low osmotic stress (figure 5.2). No phenotypic difference was 
seen for the WT cells (figure 5.2). In contrast, visible differences in cell length and 
morphology were seen in ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC mutants. All mutants had a 
combination of short and long cells which were seen in lag, log and stationary phase 
(figure 5.2). Cells that were shorter in length were bulgy while those that were longer 
in length had a filamentous phenotype (figure 5.2). Furthermore, the septum for some 
of the filamentous cells appeared to be invaginate which was accompanied with visible 
chaining (figure 5.2). Another important observation is the extreme bulging which was 
exclusively observed for ΔftsEX in stationary phase (figure 5.2).  
 
Figure 5. 2. Scanning electron microscopy of M. smegmatis cells in low osmotic media condition. 
48-hour analysis of WT MC2155 M. smegmatis, ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC in low osmotic media 
conditions. Salt depleted LB broth was used to create low osmotic stress. WT 20X magnification in lag, 
log and exponential phase. ΔftsE, 20X magnification in lag and log phase and 5X in exponential phase. 
ΔftsX ,10X magnification in lag phase, 5X in log phase and 20X in stationary phase. ΔftsEX ,10X 
magnification in lag phase, 5X in log phase and 20X in stationary phase. ΔripC, 10X magnification in 
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lag and log phase and 20X in exponential phase. Bold red arrows indicate chaining and red bold oval 
shaped circles shows bulging. Strains were grown in duplicates. scale bar ranges =2 and 10µM.  
 
5.1.3 ftsEX and ripC deletion produce a chaining phenotype during 
nitrosative stress 
 
We observed no abnormalities in the WT strain when it was exposed to the nitrosative 
stress (figure 5.3). All four mutants displayed morphological defects which included 
cell chaining, branching and bulging (figure 5.3). Branching was observed for ΔftsE 
and occurred near the cell pole during lag and log phase, which was similar to those 
observed in stationary phase for ΔftsX. With respect to cell length, a heterogenous 
population of cells were visible when ΔftsEX and ΔripC mutants entered the log phase, 
while it was only observed when ΔftsE and ΔftsX entered stationary phase (figure 5.3). 
Two prominent observations were made for ΔftsEX, in log phase, bulging occurred 
along the cell periphery while in stationary phase, the filamentous cell abnormally 
expanded outwards near the poles (figure 5.3). Deletion of ΔripC produced a chaining 
phenotype during log phase (figure 5.3). ΔripC cells were also extremely short and 
stumpy in comparison to WT (figure 5.3).  
 
Figure 5. 3. Growth analysis of M. smegmatis by scanning electron microscopy. 
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72-hour analysis of WT MC2155 M. smegmatis, ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC under nitrosative 
stressful conditions. The concentration of DETA-NO was 1mM. WT, 20X magnification in lag, log and 
exponential phase. ΔftsE, 10X magnification in lag, log and exponential phase. ΔftsX ,10X magnification 
in lag phase, 20X in log phase and 10X in stationary phase. ΔftsEX ,10X magnification in lag, log and 
stationary phase. ΔripC, 10X magnification in lag, log and exponential phase. Bold red arrows indicate 
snapping, small bold circles show protruded ridges and bold oval shaped circles signify bulging. All 
strains were grown in duplicates. Scale bar ranges 2 and 10µM.  
5.1.4 Mutant cells failed to maintain their shape during rifampicin 
treatment 
 
The majority of the short cells for ΔftsE and ΔftsX had holes in their cell walls when 
they were exposed to rifampicin which was observed for one or two ΔftsEX cells (figure 
5.4). WT cells lacked this characteristic and appeared to be unaffected by the 
exposure to rifampicin (figure 5.4). In stationary phase, no filamentation was observed 
in ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC cells (figure 5.4). Along with the altered cell lengths 
(figure 5.13, appendix) , the short cells in ΔftsE, ΔftsX ΔftsEX and ΔripC looked fatter 
and bulgier (figure 5.4). ΔftsX however, had a distinct filamentous cell that was partially 
curved with unusual branching along the pole of the cell (figure 5.4).  
 
Figure 5. 4. Growth curve analysis of M. smegmatis by scanning electron microscopy. 
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48-hour analysis of WT MC2155 M. smegmatis, ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC under antibiotic stress. 
Concentration of rifampicin drug was 1mM. WT viewed at 20X magnification in lag, log and exponential 
phase. ΔftsE ,20X magnification in lag, log and exponential phase. ΔftsX ,20X magnification in lag and 
5X in log and stationary phase. ΔftsEX ,20X magnification in lag and log and 10X in stationary phase. 
ΔripC, 10X magnification in lag, log and exponential phase. Bold small circle shows unusual branching. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion 
 
Cell division is a fundamental process in the life cycle of all bacteria (63). The entire 
process must be carefully co-ordinated and requires tight regulation in response to 
environmental changes (3). Bacterial proliferation is divided into two main processes; 
elongation and division (11). Large multiprotein complexes known as the elongation 
complex and divisome help maintain a constant balance between cell wall degradation 
and synthesis. When a bacterial cell divides, it enlarges its peptidoglycan layer and 
subsequently divides it too (64). Hence PG remodelling is important for bacterial 
growth and depends on the modulating activities of these complexes.   
PG hydrolases play a key role in coordinating the breakdown of PG. The exact time 
and space are important for this coordination because it enables faithful sharing of the 
cell wall material to facilitate daughter cell separation. In our study, we focused on a 
cell wall protein complex FtsEX and periplasmic PG hydrolase, RipC. Homologs of 
FtsEX exist in distantly related bacterial species and consistent trends of evidence link 
it to a key role in regulation of PG hydrolysis during elongation and division. Little is 
known about FtsEX and RipC in growth and division, particularly of its role in the 
context of immune related stressors. Hence, we investigated the biological essentiality 
of M. smegmatis FtsEX and RipC in stressful conditions that mimic the immune related 
conditions and antibiotic stress in vitro.  
We successfully generated FtsEX and RipC mutant strains by knocking out the gene 
of interest using a 2200bp product that contained the upstream and downstream 
flanking regions stitched to a HygR cassette. We then determined sensitivity of ΔftsEX 
and ΔripC to anti-TB drugs using Alamar blue MIC determination assays. We found 
that mutants were more sensitive to chloramphenicol (figure 4.2 and 5.10, appendix) 
but not to rifampicin (figure 4.1 and 5.9, appendix), isoniazid (figure 4.3) and 
ethambutol (figure 4.4). Both isoniazid and ethambutol had pink wells indicating growth 
and were thus excluded from the analysis (figure 5.11 -12, appendix). Unlike 
rifampicin, small agents like chloramphenicol gain periplasmic access by using porin 
proteins which could account for the increase in sensitivity seen against the drug (65). 
Though more sensitivity was observed against chloramphenicol, we found that the 
MIC90 of ΔftsEX and ΔripC was corresponding to that in the literature (3).  
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Subsequently we selected rifampicin as an antibiotic condition to be examined in our 
growth curve conditions.  
Bacteria employ different strategies to survive when they encounter unfavourable 
environmental conditions (66). We evaluated the growth dynamics of the mutants in 
media lacking essential minerals or supplemented with harmful molecules to mimic 
the harsh environment the bacteria encounter inside a macrophage. All the mutants 
and wild-type bacteria exhibited similar growth dynamics in normal 7H9 media, 
suggesting that ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC are not essential for survival in normal 
conditions. Conversely, growth was severely altered in the absence of salt/salt 
depleted media which is similar to what was observed for ΔftsEX in E. coli (54). 
Bacterial growth is stimulated when solute accumulation occurs in a high osmotic 
environment (67). As a result, an osmotic stress response where bacteria are deprived 
of essential salts alters the growth rate. Moreover, cellular growth and expansion is 
highly dependent on the ability of bacterial cells to maintain the cell’s turgor pressure 
which is also regulated by osmoregulatory processes (67,68). Deleting cell wall 
specific genes confer a structural change which has also been shown to be directly 
proportional to indirect osmosensing (69). In this case, FtsEX and RipC might also be 
involved in osmosensory and regulatory processes because changes in the solvent 
concentration in both the periplasmic and cytoplasmic spaces may be detected by 
membrane based osmosensors when cell wall changes occur (67–69).  
Additionally, mutants were almost completely disarmed under nitrosative stressful 
conditions, suggesting that they struggled to cope with the toxic effects that were 
induced by the nitric oxide releasing agent. DETA-NO has a half-life of +/-18 hours, 
hence our WT resumed growth likely because the NO in the media had been 
exhausted. Even when under what has been described as considerably low nitrosative 
stress in the literature, mutants appeared to be extremely sensitive for an additional 
22 hrs before viability was slowly restored after a short but rapid growth period (figure 
4.5C) (70). Moreover, there is a reduction in NO radical generation, hence the mutant 
population manages to grow to a peak OD of 0.6. This could simply be that the bacteria 
have adapted over time, however, a higher dose might have extended or effectively 
inhibited growth over a longer time frame.     
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Previous work has shown that several genes were upregulated during Mtb infection of 
activated macrophages when under mid-range concentrations of NO (0.5-5mM) (71). 
Although standard laboratory protocols were used to recreate nitrosative stress, these 
findings also indicate that the concentration of DETA-NO used in our experiment are 
most likely comparable to what is experienced by a bacterial cell within a macrophage 
environment.  
Previous work by Rego et al.,2017 studied the relationship between cell wall integrity 
and antibiotics and found that cells depleted of LamA, a member of the divisome, are 
rapidly killed by rifampicin and other drugs targeting the cell wall. These findings 
therefore suggested that deletion of mycobacterial divisome factors are associated 
with rifampicin sensitivity. Hence, we investigated the susceptibility of FtsEX and RipC 
in response to treatment with the drug. In our antibiotic growth curve analysis, we 
found that rifampicin was able to retard/restrict the growth of all the mutant strains. 
Mavrici and colleagues showed that sublethal concentrations of rifampicin severely 
inhibit the growth of ΔftsEX and ΔripC mutants (3). Rifampicin is known to inhibit 
transcription by targeting RNA polymerase (rpoB) (72). On that account,  
hypersensitivity of the mutants to rifampicin could be due to the need for efficient 
transcription of a functionally redundant system (3). The sensitivity of the mutants 
could also mean that drugs are accumulating at higher levels than the WT due to 
changes in the cell wall (3).  
Depletion of FtsEX generates cell shape defects characterized by filamentous cells 
that are completely assembled but not separated (51). We decided to do growth phase 
dependent imaging, to look for cell division specific characteristics such as defects in 
elongation and/or division. Consistent with their non-essential role in normal 
conditions, the FtsE, FtsEX and RipC mutants had similar morphological phenotypes 
with the WT strain. The deletion of FtsX, however, resulted in the formation of a 
heterogeneous population comprising of shorter or lengthier cells in normal conditions. 
Although the changes were minor, the results suggest that FtsX might possibly be 
required for cell elongation/division in normal conditions. Since FtsE directly interacts 
with FtsX, we had expected the deletion of FtsE to phenocopy the same cell defects 
caused by deletion of FtsX, however, this was not the case, particularly in normal 
conditions. This finding contrasts with that observed for FtsE and FtsX in S. 
pneumoniae (73). Interestingly, the resulting cell division defects were not correlated 
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with a reduced growth rate in normal 7H9 media. This can be partially attributed to the 
idea of uncoupled cellular elongation and division during the growth cycle of 
mycobacteria. Since the division cycle is governed by time and not cell size/shape, 
such a defect may not have a direct inhibitory effect on the division and elongation 
process (74). On this note, the continued growth (figure 4.5A) seen for ΔftsX in the 
absence of normal elongation and division are consistent with the depletion of cell 
division components such as hydrolases in several other bacterial species. For 
instance, in E. coli, neither single nor double mutations in any of the three amidases, 
AmiA, B and C, affected the growth rate (75). Nevertheless, these observations make 
us question how normal growth continues to occur when cells form chains or when 
they fail to elongate properly. 
Most mutations in various cell division genes are osmoremedial (55). This led to the 
notion that the division process itself might intrinsically be sensitive to low osmotic 
strength (54). Supporting evidence has also shown that interrupting amidase activity 
and disrupting interaction with FtsX under low osmolarity resulted in the formation of 
filamented cells (55). The same effect was seen for ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC, in 
addition to the other phenotypes that included bulging, visible chaining and cell 
membrane invagination. The type of unusual bulging phenotype displayed by ΔftsEX 
could be due to failure in cell pole maturation (76). Nevertheless, most of the cells are 
shorter and bulgy in this condition, indicative of possible defects in elongation. The low 
proportion of mutant cells that were in the form of filaments had membrane 
invaginations, indicating that there might be a significant stall in division. This led to 
our assumption that FtsEX might have a possible role in facilitating proper septum 
cleavage. Moreover, cells tend to form long chains when PG hydrolases are not 
activated, so they continue to elongate without cell division which is evident in our 
findings (3,77).   
We also noted that the extremely lengthy filament in RipC mutant contained what 
appears to look like a short “arm” along its length. This type of branching has 
previously been reported by Senzani et al.,2017 who investigated the role of an 
amidase called Ami1 in M. smegmatis (78). Single cell time lapse microscopy showed 
that a growth determining component called DivIVA, is responsible for pole 
determination in M. smegmatis. DivIVA is important because it drives the elongation 
machinery to continue even if division is stalled or if a block in septum cleavage occurs 
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eventually resulting in the formation of lateral growth(s) and/or bud(s). Growth in the 
chains of Ami1 mutants was associated with “ectopic mis-localisation” of DivIVA, which 
eventually resulted in the formation of lateral buds at a non-septal region, which was 
seen in ΔripC (79). Like ΔAmi1, the lack of RipC mostly resulted in short cells that 
failed to elongate. Nevertheless, these cells did not form lateral buds. RipC, like other 
amidases and/or hydrolases plays an important role to enable normal elongation in 
low osmotic stress.     
Our results also contradict the finding by Rojas et al., 2014 who reported on the 
fundamental biomechanical and biochemical processes driving cell wall expansion 
and eventually cell growth (80). They reasoned that cell wall expansion and growth is 
not dependent on changes in osmotic pressure (80). In contrast, our mutants failed to 
survive and are required for normal elongation and division in conditions of low 
osmolarity (52). We are not certain whether osmotic pressure plays a key role in 
peptidoglycan insertion and ultimately growth and separation of daughter cells. It is 
mostly likely possible, because our understanding is that FtsE activates FtsX, which 
in turn activates predicted hydrolases and/or amidases that cleave bonds in the PG 
layer for insertion of newly synthesized material (3,53,73). In conclusion, the 
phenotypes in the salt depleted media may have resulted from cell wall changes 
caused by membrane leakiness that may have conferred osmotic sensitivity.  
Loss of FtsEX and RipC produced two striking characteristics during exposure to 
nitrosative stress. The first was the extremely lengthy cells that were seen in all 
mutants during lag and log phase. ΔripC, however, had a proportion of short cells that 
were visible during log phase, which was only seen in stationary phase for ΔftsE, ΔftsX 
and ΔftsEX. The second characteristic(s) was that ΔftsX and ΔftsEX had formation of 
lateral branches that were distort out of shape, but, occurred near the cell poles, none 
of which was observed in the WT strain. Moreover, ΔftsEX cells also started bulging 
in log phase, as shown in figure 5.3. Previous studies in S. pneumoniae, showed that 
both environmental and antibiotic stresses have an impact on the catalytic enzymes 
involved in cell wall synthesis. Such predicaments cause cell wall deficiency and make 
the wall thinner eventually resulting in bulging and cell lysis (81). As an alternative of 
cell bulging, elongated cells can also form, which in this condition, were considerably 
thinner than usual. The reasoning might be hypothetical, but it could be feasible 
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because organisms become thin-walled when PG degradation occurs due to cell wall 
deficiency as a coping strategy for stress (81).  
The concept behind mimicking macrophage induced nitrosative stress was to see 
whether either one of our target genes would play a significant role when engulfed by 
these phagocytes. Filamentation is required for virulence, exclusively because 
phagocytes struggle to engulf bacteria when in this form (82). This strategy may favour 
escape from phagocytosis but it is also limited (83). This phenotype is partially 
attributed to the so-called SOS response, a pathway that senses DNA damage. In 
Salmonella enterica serovar typhimurium, filamentation is initiated when inside 
macrophages as a result of nitro-oxidative stress which is driven by the SOS response 
(82). Additionally, exposure of M. tuberculosis to DNA damaging radicals in vitro and 
exposure to intracellular stress inside macrophages in vivo has also been associated 
with filamentation (82,84). When exponential cultures of M. tuberculosis were exposed 
to nitric oxide or nitric oxide related intermediates such as DETA-NO, an overall 
increase in cell length was seen (84). Mechanisms employed to prevent such cell 
division blockages and SOS-induced filamentation remain unknown (84). However, 
our findings reiterate the need for FtsEX and RipC for survival specifically in 
“macrophage like conditions”. Interestingly, Mtb RipC has been shown to be required 
for virulence in a mouse model of TB infection (85).  
In addition to their requirement against immune-like mediated stresses, our results 
showed that FtsEX and RipC seem to be conditionally essential in relation to antibiotic 
stress. WT cells were undamaged and intact, but majority of the mutants had holes in 
their walls. There is a slight similarity between these defects and “open holes”, 
described as craters, when cells of S. aureus were exposed to antimicrobial peptides 
at sub and supra MIC’s in salt free media (86). The holes could be as a result of 
membrane rupture, which can be due to loss of cell wall integrity (87). This observation 
supported the hypothesis that interrupting PG synthesis can cause an activation of 
autolytic cell wall enzymes, which can lead to autolysis, therefore the walls seem to 
be catastrophically compromised (88). It could also mean that deletion of FtsEX and 
RipC caused breaches in the cell wall, hence, the cells were unable to tolerate it. 
Another striking observation was the localization of these holes. We noted that they 
were found to be localized near the poles, which was also observed as “dented spots” 
in B. subtilis after treatment with chlorhexidine (89). The same damaged trait appeared 
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all over cells of E. coli, however, the localized morphological damages may be a 
division scar appearing next to the new pole after completion of a septum and daughter 
cell separation (90,91).  
As previously reported for another mycobacterial hydrolase RipA, RipC also controls 
the degradative activities that are regulated through cell wall “protein-protein” 
interactions (43). If RipA requires careful control for growth and division, and is lethal 
when dysregulated, it is possible to expect the same when cells are deleted of RipC. 
This defect is pronounced since our results showed that both FtsEX and RipC function 
in the same pathway. Upon reaching stationary phase, mutants lost not only their 
shape, but also their ability to elongate. Mutant cells became fatter and swollen, 
implying that rifampicin exacerbated the already compromised defects in cells that 
were depleted of FtsE, FtsX, FtsEX and RipC.  
Bacterial populations are thought to continue growth and division even when exposed 
to antibiotic concentrations where majority of the cells are killed. For example, Zhu et 
el., 2018 describes it as “antibiotic tolerance” but proposed that it encompasses a 
spectrum of phenotypes (72). In our study we found that deletion of FtsEX and/or RipC 
resulted in sensitivity to the drug which was also accompanied with an altered growth 
rate. Although cells were struggling to survive, a sub-population continued to grow 
which could be due to “tolerance”. Our microscopy results show an overall population 
of short bacterial cells with ruptured cell walls during rifampicin exposure, however, in 
their study, although considered a low dose, a higher dose was used, and cells started 
swelling 6 hours post antibiotic exposure.  The unexpected phenotype could be due 
to the differences in antibiotic doses, exposure(time) but it could also be due to the 
essentiality of the genes indicating a potential role of FtsEX and RipC in maintaining 
wall integrity. 
Cell division in mycobacteria can be challenging, particularly because of the complex 
mechanisms that bacteria regulate to meet them (40). To accommodate growth 
processes which include elongation, division and differentiation, continuous 
remodelling, degradation, and cell wall synthesis must occur. What is important 
between all these processes is the integrity of the cell wall. Lack of hydrolytic activity 
is known to have a “domino effect” on the structural changes in the PG layer (92). It 
implies that a loss in “PG editing enzymes” would lead to repercussions in structural 
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changes and cell wall integrity. We further investigated whether loss of FtsEX and 
RipC will compromise cell wall integrity during normal and low osmotic conditions 
using fluorescence microscopy. As expected, loss of FtsE, FtsX, FtsEX and RipC did 
not have any effect on the membrane integrity under normal conditions (figure 5.5, 
appendix). Like the WT strain, all mutant membranes were intact and had evenly 
distributed fluorescence patterns.  
In Agrobacterium tumefaciens cells stained with FM4-64 dye, both old pole and new 
pole membranes were equally labelled, but the septal sites were not. This type of 
“horseshoe” staining pattern was not observed in our results. Furthermore, cells about 
to divide also had no staining at the construction site, which is consistent with what 
has been shown by Zupan et al., 2013.  It was noted that the entire endomembrane of 
Arabidopsis thaliana stained with FM4-64, and was due to impaired plasma membrane 
integrity (93). The given examples may have demonstrated different patterns of FM4-
64 staining; however, our results show that precision in mid-cell division is clear 
because cells are actively dividing. This is apparent by the uniform fluorescence 
pattern observed in the membranes of WT and mutant strains. These findings reiterate 
our conclusion that deletion of FtsEX and RipC did not jeopardize the integrity of the 
wall in normal conditions.   
Membrane integrity was extremely compromised under low osmotic stress (figure 5.6). 
Although cells were clumping, which is as a result of the stress condition, clear 
membrane disintegration is seen amongst ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC cells. Cells 
fail to undergo normal elongation and division resulting in bulging and possible 
osmolysis which was observed by lysed/ruptured cells and cell fragments. These 
defects imply that lack of FtsEX and RipC impairs and obstructs the PG synthesis 
process eventually compromising cell wall integrity and morphology. In addition, 
concentrated sites of FM4-64 was observed in these conditions, which did not occur 
when cells were exposed to normal conditions. Cells depleted of MurG resulted in a 
similar bulging defect and when stained with FM4-64, had unclear patterns of staining 
and localisation (ref). In conclusion, Muchovά et al., 2011 proposed it could be residual 
sites of PG synthesis occurring at sites of septation (94). The same reasoning could 




Our study reported on the cell wall complex, FtsEX and the periplasmic amidase, 
RipC, and their role in cell elongation and division in the context of immune-like 
stressful conditions and antibiotic stress. We showed that FtsEX and ripC mutants fail 
to survive when exposed to low osmolarity, nitrosative stress and rifampicin. Thus, 
FtsEX and RipC have been proven to be conditionally essential for survival in M. 
smegmatis. Deletion of FtsEX and/or RipC generates cell shape defects characterised 
by short cells, bulging, filamentation, lateral branching, membrane invagination and 
possible ectopic pole formation. Similarly, deletion of FtsEX or interacting partners 
and/or downstream signalling proteins yield division like defects in several other 
bacterial species (3,50,52,53). In conclusion, FtsEX and RipC are involved in key 
processes governing normal cell wall elongation and division to enable M. smegmatis 
survival of stress. 
Future studies     
In addition to cloning FtsE, FtsX and RipC in M. smegmatis, we also managed to 
amplify the upstream and downstream 500bp regions of M. tuberculosis (figure 5.8, 
appendix). The intention was to characterize M. tuberculosis survival in macrophages 
and the mechanisms of the protective role played by FtsEX in intracellular stressful 
conditions. After several attempts of DNA recombination, we did not succeed in 
generating Mtb knockouts.  
Our M. smegmatis FtsEX and RipC mutants were further analysed by MIC assays, 
growth curves and microscopy. In addition to the above-mentioned experiments that 
were performed, we also attempted transmission electron microscopy using protocols 
as described by (95–97). The problem we encountered here was the fixing of these 
cells, therefore, as an alternative, we proceeded with scanning electron microscopy. 
The clumping of cells in low osmotic media conditions interfered with our imaging 
analysis in fluorescence microscopy, therefore we decided to exclude this from our 
results. Despite this hurdle, both scanning (figure 5.1-4) and fluorescence (figure 5.8, 
appendix) microscopy showed that loss of FtsEX and RipC resulted in the production 
of heterogenous phenotypes during stress. Though our results provide insights onto 
the FtsEX mechanism, it also indicates the need for further investigation. Hence, due 
to the limitations in the study, we proposed the following: 
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• To verify interaction between FtsE, FtsX and RipC using the bacterial two hybrid 
system analysis. 
• To determine detailed mechanisms of FtsEX driven protection through 
complementation of FtsEX and RipC with a plasmid expressing the native 
genes. 
• To further investigate the importance of Mtb FtsEX-RipC interaction on the 
protection of Mtb within host cells since the same amino acid residues present 












Figure 5. 5. Visualization of FM4-64 membrane staining of M. smegmatis in normal 7H9 media by 
fluorescence microscopy. WT MC2 155 M. smegmatis, ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX, and ΔripC. 0.1µg/ml 
FM4-64 used for staining. Scale bar 2-5µM.      
 
Figure 5. 6. FM4-64 membrane staining of M. smegmatis in low osmotic media conditions by 
fluorescence microscopy. WT MC2 155 M. smegmatis, ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX, and ΔripC. 0.1µg/ml 
FM4-64 used for staining. Scale bar 5µM.     
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Figure 5. 7. Generation of FtsE, FtsX and RipC upstream and downstream flanking regions of M. 
tuberculosis H37Rv. Lane 1 is a 100bp DNA ladder, lanes 2 and 3, 500bp upstream and downstream 
flanking regions of ftsE, lanes 4 and 5, ftsX, lanes 6 and 7, ripC. Amplicons were visualized under UV 
by gel electrophoresis.  
 
Figure 5. 8. 3D visualisation of FM4-64 membrane staining of ΔftsEX during low osmotic media 













Figure 5. 9. Percentage survival of M. smegmatis against rifampicin drug. Each bar represents the 
relative fluorescence percentage (%) calculated from the RFU values determined by Alamar blue MIC 
assay against rifampicin drug. Percentage survival was determined for each strain at corresponding 
concentration (s). Raw RFU data were divided by the average of the cells only control and multiplied by 
100 to get the percentage inhibition. Percentage survival were tallied by subtracting the percentage 
inhibition from 100. The error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM) derived from duplicates. 








Figure 5. 10. Survival of M. smegmatis against chloramphenicol drug. Each bar represents the 
relative fluorescence percentage (%) calculated from the RFU values determined by Alamar blue MIC 
assay against chloramphenicol drug. Percentage survival was determined for each strain at 
corresponding concentration (s). Raw RFU data were divided by the average of the cells only control 
and multiplied by 100 to get the percentage inhibition. Percentage survival were tallied by subtracting 
the percentage inhibition from 100. The error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM) derived 














Figure 5. 11. Percentage Survival against isoniazid drug using M. smegmatis. Each bar represents 
the relative fluorescence percentage (%) calculated from the RFU values determined by Alamar blue 
MIC assay against isoniazid drug. Percentage survival was determined for each strain at corresponding 
concentration (s). Raw RFU data were divided by the average of the cells only control and multiplied by 
100 to get the percentage inhibition. Percentage survival were tallied by subtracting the percentage 
inhibition from 100. The error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM) derived from duplicates. 










Figure 5. 12. Percentage survival of M. smegmatis against ethambutol drug. Each bar represents 
the relative fluorescence percentage (%) calculated from the RFU values determined by Alamar blue 
MIC assay against ethambutol drug. Percentage survival was determined for each strain at 
corresponding concentration (s). Raw RFU data were divided by the average of the cells only control 
and multiplied by 100 to get the percentage inhibition. Percentage survival were tallied by subtracting 
the percentage inhibition from 100. The error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM) derived 




Figure 5. 13. Scatter plot analysis of M. smegmatis showing cell lengths. (A) Comparison of WT 
M. smegmatis MC2155, ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC cell length(s) under normal 7H9 media 
conditions. (B) Variation in cell length(s) of WT M. smegmatis MC2155, ΔftsE, ΔftsX, ΔftsEX and ΔripC 
under antibiotic conditions using rifampicin drug. Concentration of rifampicin drug was 1mM. Cell 
lengths were enumerated from scanning electron microscopy images (results section). The error bars 
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